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What you should (not) expect 

 

 

 A first step in the direction of 

 Usability: a model that reflects the needs and skills of a typical 

organization 

 Simplicity: a lightweight solution for policy specification and 

administration 
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Outline 

 

 TBA (Tag-Based Authorization) 

 Motivation 

 Authorization policies 

 Limitations 

 

 TBA2 (Tag-Based Authorization & Administration) 

 Administrative policies 

 Tag verification 

 Tag revocation 
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Motivation 

 

 Access control models in the literature are mostly logic-based 

 Access control systems in real-world organizations are mostly 

based on extensional access control models 

 Access control lists 

 RBAC/ABAC 

 

 Extensional models are easy to use 

 BUT lack flexibility and expressiveness 
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The TBA Model 

 

Extensional model  

 for describing users and objects 

 

Logic-based formalism 

 for expressive policy specification 

TBA 
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The TBA Model (Example) 
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allow(s,o,read) if   

a) Inspector    tag(s)  

b) Suspicious_Vessel     tag(o) 

Inspector 

Suspicious 

Vessel 



Authorization Policies 

 

 Function tag returns the set of tags associated to each 

subject and object within a system 

 An authorization policy is specified in some logical language 

 

 Given 

 A set P of authorization rules 

 A set of predicates including at least allow(s,o,r) 

 

authTBA(s,o,r) if and only if P’,tag     allow(s,o,r) for some P’    P 
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Limitations 

 

 By assigning tags, users influence the authorizations within a 

system 

 

 TBA does not enable security administrators to: 

 Specify administrative policies 

 Regulate the propagation of users’ rights 

 Verify tags’ validity 

 Revoke invalid tags 

 Possible (but limited) in a centralized system, but not in a 

distributed system 
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The TBA2 Model 

 

 Associates an issuer to each tag 

 

 Tags become signed statements 

 Pretty much like credentials in trust management 

 Enables accountability  

 Simplifies traceability 
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The TBA2 Model (Example) 
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allow(s,o,read) if   

a) (NL, Inspector)    tag(s)  
b) (NL, Picture_Compiler)     tag(SX) 

c) (SX, Suspicious_Vessel)     tag(o) 

 

allow(s,o,assign_tag,{Suspicious_Vessel}) if   

a) (NL, Picture_Compiler)    tag(s) 

 

allow(s,o,revoke_tag,{Suspicious_Vessel}) if   

a) (NL, Inspector)    tag(s) 

 

IT,  

Picture 

Compiler 

IT, 

Suspicious 

Vessel 



Authorization & Administration Policies 

 

 Function tag returns the set of issuer-tag pairs associated to 

each subject and object within a system 
 

 Given 

 A set P of authorization rules 

 A set A of administrative rules 

 A set of predicates including at least allow(s,o,r), allow(s,o,r’,ST), and 

allow(s,s’,r’,ST), where r’     {assign_tag, revoke_tag} 
 

authTBA
2(s,o,r) if and only if P’,tag     allow(s,o,r) for some P’    P 

authTBA
2(s,o,r’,ST) if and only if A’,tag     allow(s,o,r’,ST) for some A’    A 

authTBA
2(s,s’,r’,ST) if and only if A’,tag     allow(s,s’,r’,ST) for some A’    A 
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Tag Verification (1/2) 
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 The signing of tags makes users’ actions observable 

 TBA2 allows to complement a priori policy enforcement 

with lightweight posteriori tag verification 

 

 A tag (s,t) assigned to an object o is valid if 

A’,tag     allow(s,o,assign_tag,ST) and (s,t)   ST 

 A tag (s,t) assigned to a subject s’ is valid if 

A’,tag     allow(s,s’,assign_tag,ST) and (s,t)   ST 



Tag Verification (2/2) 
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 The verification of a tag requires the verification of its 

supporting tags 

 Credential chain discovery algorithms can be employed 

 

 Who should verify the validity of a tag?  

 Depends on who you trust 

 Issuer verification: the system where a tag was issued 

 Target verification: the system to whom the tagged subject/object 

belongs (e.g., protection of digital media) 

 Local verification: the system who wants to verify a tag 



Tag Revocation 
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 Invalid tags should be revoked 

 In a distributed system 

 It might not be possible to trace the tags issued by a given subject, 

 Security administrators cannot delete tags in other systems 

 

 Security administrators publish revocation lists 

 Lists of issuer-tag pairs to be revoked 

 Each system independently decides whether to revoke the 

listed tags 



Conclusions and Open Issues 

 TBA reflects and accommodates the separation of tasks and 

diversity of skills in a typical organization 

 TBA2 enhances TBA to support the specification and 

leightweight verification of administrative policies 

 ...in both centralized and distributed systems! 

 TBA2 is more expressive than HRU and ARBAC97 
 

 The model can be further augmented with 

 Vocabulary (tag) alignment 

 “History-based” verification 

 “Negative” tags 
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Questions? 


